SUMMER SESSION REGISTRATION 2016

How to Register for Summer Session 2016

Step One
Please contact the Blair Office for teacher contact information. To accommodate schedules, the summer lesson period can be as short as four weeks or as long as ten weeks, as determined by teacher and student.

Step Two
Register by completing the form included in this booklet. Pay using check or credit card, or sign the deferred payment agreement on the registration form.

Questions?
Please contact the Blair Office at (615) 322-7651 or blair.pca.academicservices@vanderbilt.edu

Welcome to the Blair School!
Blair School of Music offers classes and lessons for all ages, newborn to adult. Blair’s world-class faculty strives to help each student grow in skill, knowledge, and musical artistry. Please join us.
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Email: blair.pca.academicservices@vanderbilt.edu
Website: blair.vanderbilt.edu

Parking permits are available only to registered students age 5 and under. After 4:00 p.m. on weekdays and any time on weekends, the West Garage is available. Enter via Children’s Way.
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Cuddle and Sound $70

Baby’s First Orchestra makes music using these instruments and discover how the natural world, instrument materials, science, human ingenuity, spirituality, and culture have created this amazing world of sound.

Mitchell Korn, instructor
Email: blair.pca.academicservices@vanderbilt.edu
2400 Blakemore Ave., Nashville, TN 37212
Blair School of Music, Vanderbilt University

MUSIC THEORY WITHOUT FEAR
For students age 12 through adult
Paul Deakin, instructor
Room 253B
$170
This music theory class for fun! Unravel its secrets and learn how to read, write, and understand music in this body course. The course is designed for all who want to gain a fundamental understanding of theory in a short time. Excellent cold start or review course. No previous experience required.

THE SOUNDS OF MUSIC: The Instruments that bring it to life
For adult students
Mitchell Korn, instructor
St. George’s Episcopal Church, 4215 Harding Road, Nashville
$70
Explore the world of musical instruments with Professor Mitchell Wahl. Mitchell will bring along at least four instruments for demonstration and hands-on experience. Learn how percussive instruments, strings, and microtonal sound have evolved. We will relate the music using these instruments and discover how the natural world, instrument materials, science, human ingenuity, spirituality, and culture have created this amazing world of sound.

PRIVATE LESSONS

Let us help you find the perfect instructor for your lesson needs. Please check with your instructor or the Blair Office for lesson availability and rates.

Lessons Length Rate Per 30 minutes $67 45 minutes $80 60 minutes $114

SUZUKI STRINGS & PARTNER PIANO
Rates are per person and inclusive group
Partner I / Suzuki I 30 minutes private + group $70 Partner II / Suzuki II 45 minutes private + group $84 Partner III / Suzuki III 60 minutes private + group $127